
#PhotoshopFail: 
The Ethics of Photo Manipulation in the 21st Century 

Ethical Standard #2 
The photographer should not digitally remove any-

thing from the photo that changes its meaning.
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Ethical Standard #1
The Photographer should not physically alter the scene 

they are shooting. 

Standards for News Media

Ethical Standard #3
In general, the photographer should try not to do 

any digital manipulation that changes the story of the 
scene.
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Although there is clearly a difference between the way the news 
media uses a photo, and the way the rest of the media industry 

uses a photo, similar ethical standards apply to both. It is impos-
sible to hold the entertainment media to the same level as the 

news regarding their presentation of reality to the public, but at 
some point there has to be an ethical line drawn because the im-
ages people see on a day to day basis are affecting them wheth-
er they realize it or not. Therefore, the ethical standards for the 

non-news media vary depending on their message and audience. 
Since the news media is responsible for delivering the truth to the 
public, and that is what the public expects, the ethical standards 
are much more stringent. With social media being what it is, ev-
erything put out there is constantly scrutinized, so if something 

doesn’t look right, someone will very quickly and publicly call at-
tention to it. Trustworthy photographs are one of the surest ways 
the news media can prove its value; after all, a picture is worth a 

thousand words. 
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